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Web3 and Governance

I Social Choice
I Arrow’s impossibility theorem, Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem
I Shareholder voting and its issues

I Token voting
I Case studies

I Beanstalk Farms
I Mango Markets
I Curve/Convex
I MakerDAO

I Gitcoin

I Centralized solutions
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Social Choice

I Set of outcomes: Applebees A, Burger King B, Chipotle C

I 1 . . .N people with preferences:
I 1: A > C > B
I 2: A > C > B
I 3: C > B > A
I 4: B > C > A

I A social choice function takes preferences, and decides where
we go for dinner

I Examples of social choice functions?
I Plurality: pick the most popular favorite (A)
I Scoring rules: make the least people choose their least

favorite (C)
I Dictatorship: person 4 chooses (B)
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Social Choice: Good Properties

I Set of outcomes: Applebees A, Burger King B, Chipotle C

I Three good properties:

1. Pareto Efficiency: If everyone prefers A to B, A chosen over B
2. Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives: Whether A

chosen over B doesn’t depend on how people rank C
3. Non-Dictatorship: choices aren’t made by just one person!

I Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem: no social choice rule
satisfies all three properties at once!

I Social choice is a hard problem!
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Strategic Voting and the Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem

I Arrow’s theorem already assumes we know everyone’s
preferences! How do we get preferences?

I Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem: any voting rule which is
non-dictatorial, and has more than two outcomes, is subject
to strategic voting
I Someone has an incentive to vote “untruthfully” to influence

outcomes

I What does strategic voting look like?
I I like Applebee’s but no one else does, so I’ll pretend I like

Burger King more than Applebee’s, because it has a higher
chance of winning

I This is true for any nontrivial voting rule you use!
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Tl;dr

I Markets are fairly “easy”!
I In simple models, competitive markets reach “Pareto efficient”

outcomes

I Social choice is very hard!
I We can prove that there are no “good” mechanisms!
I We’re stuck making tradeoffs among mechanisms we know are

“bad”
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Shareholder Voting?

I Social choice in country settings is hard: we see many voting
mechanisms in practice

I But we generally see less arguments about shareholder voting:
why?

I I attempt an answer in a blog post

I Shareholder voting in a for-profit organization is an easier
problem than social choice, because we all want to
maximize profits: everyone’s incentives are aligned!

I We might disagree on the best business strategy to maximize
profits, hence we need voting. . .

I But the “failures” of shareholder voting are much less bad
than the failures of social choice
I Shareholder voting: end up with a bad CEO
I Social choice: give 9 people a dollar. . .
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What if we don’t just care about money?

Source
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/04/27/musk-solarcity-verdict/
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The Laziness Problem

I It takes time and effort to figure out what the
profit-maximizing action is!

I There is a tragedy of the commons: everyone wants to free
ride on others’ effort

I When shareholding is concentrated, free-riding problem is
alleviated somewhat
I See Shleifer and Vishny, Large Shareholders and Corporate

Control

I Problem is worse with large index funds, which have slim
expense ratios and invest little in monitoring companies by
design
I See for example this LSE blog post
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https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/pdf/10.1086/261385
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Voting With Your Feet: Path-Dependency of the Investor
Base

11 / 27



Shareholder Voting: Summary

I Social choice is an “unsolvable” problem

I Shareholder voting in for-profit corporations is easier,
because we can assume some degree of incentive alignment:
everyone wants to make money

I But, a number of issues:
I ESG, or “funneling”: things break when you can run firms in a

non-profit-maximizing way
I Laziness and free-rider problems: no one wants to put the

effort in to figure out what to do
I Path Dependency: possibility of selling and leaving implies

multiple possible equilibria, where some leave and remaining
take over

I Tradability of votes leads to potentially worse “takeover
attacks”
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Tokens

I Tokens are a bundle of rights:
I Monetary (Sell token for $$$!)
I Utility (ETH used to pay gas)
I Governance (MKR, UNI, CRV used to vote)

I Not everyone values all rights!

13 / 27



Delegation

I VCs hold a bunch of tokens, caring about the monetary value
of tokens

I Don’t have the resources to research + vote using the tokens!

I Hence, often delegate to student blockchain groups!

I UChicago has delegated tokens for MakerDAO, Compound,
Aave, Uniswap, and possibly others. . .

I If interested in helping out, join ChicagoDAO discord, and see
their website
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https://discord.gg/qy4FafSB
https://chicagodao.io/


Other Delegators...?

Source and Source
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https://twitter.com/haydenzadams/status/1582714218323017729
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Case Study: Beanstalk Farms

I Beanstalk is an algo-stable protocol: holds a bunch of assets
as reserves

I Has equity-like governance token, which can be printed based
on providing liquidity to BEAN-3pool Curve pool

I Equity allows passing of arbitrary code changes
I The attack:

I Propose new code: “send all assets to my address”

I Flash loan $1bil stablecoins, print BEAN-3pool voting rights
I In an instant, get 70% of BEAN governance rights!!
I Pass new code, send all money to private address

See Rekt coverage, my tweet thread, a blog post, and blog post

16 / 27

https://rekt.news/beanstalk-rekt/
https://twitter.com/AnthonyLeeZhang/status/1515702276396130307
https://blog.defiyield.app/beanstalk-losses-181-million-the-governance-attack-using-a-flash-loan-7459174dfa8e
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Case Study: Mango Markets

I Mango Markets is a defi “everything protocol”: margin
trading, perps, collateralized lending. . .

I Basic structure of attack: (see Rekt post)
I Enter large long MNGO position
I Manipulate MNGO price upwards through spot trading, paper

gains of $420mil
I Borrow all $116mil of Mango’s assets against manipulated

MNGO
I Default, keep all the $116mil of assets

I Hacker then submit a proposal: hacker keeps $47mil, return
remainder to keep exchange solvent

I Hacker then used his hacked MNGO tokens to vote for the
proposal. . .
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Mango Markets

Source
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Case Study: Curve/Convex and the Market for Bribes

I Previously we discussed Curve/Convex, how they enable a
market for bribes: anyone can pay users for voting on certain
pools

I Votium allows users to stake CVX, sells CVX voting rights to
buyers, and passes profits back to stakers: selling votes to the
highest bidder!

I Kind of “works”, though questionable whether system was
intended to function this way. . .
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https://thedefiant.io/andre-cronje-curve-bribe-tool
https://votium.app/


Curve/Convex and the Market for Bribes

Source
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https://medium.com/@echidnafinance/curve-convex-a06b8eaf8ec3


Case Study: MakerDAO Governance

I MakerDAO started printing DAI stablecoins against ETH
using price oracles

I However, price peg doesn’t hold very well, so MakerDAO
added USDC as collateral

I USDC has a “blacklist”, creating centralization risk:
MakerDAO USDC could in principle be blacklisted!

I Since DAI is thought to be sound, also some efforts to print
DAI against RWAs, like SocGen bonds and a Tesla factory

I Two competing visions for future of MakerDAO:
I Founder Rune and supporters: radical decentralization, no

RWAs, no USDC
I VCs: “practical centralization”, USDC, RWAs, focus on bigger

mkt size and impact

Source: Dirt Roads, see also here
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https://www.thedefiant.io/makerdao-members-vote-on-issuing-30m-loan-to-societe-generale
https://www.thedefiant.io/tesla-makerdao-loan
https://forum.makerdao.com/t/the-path-of-compliance-and-the-path-of-decentralization-why-maker-has-no-choice-but-to-prepare-to-free-float-dai/17466
https://dirtroads.substack.com/p/-42-valkyrie-makerdao-and-our-side
https://twitter.com/g_dip/status/1564716178819653632


MakerDAO Governance

Source: Dirt Roads
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Vitalik: Moving beyond coin voting

Source, see also this post
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https://vitalik.ca/general/2021/08/16/voting3.html
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Gitcoin

I Gitcoin: platform for allocating money to grants, people
decide where grant money goes

I Clever mechanism, Quadratic Funding: see video, and paper
by Buterin, Hitzig, Weyl

I Intuition: people can direct money to projects, but not too
much per person per project

I Cool decentralized mechanism, some product market fit!

I But doesn’t solve the basic problem that there’s too little
incentive to build public goods. . .

I Project idea: where else can quadratic funding be applied?
Can we improve on quadratic funding?

24 / 27

https://gitcoin.co/
https://gitcoin.co/fund
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJljTtLnymE
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.06421
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Centralization, Internalization, and Governance

I An “obvious” solution to governance is centralization
I If all the tokens are held by one party, incentives are pretty

aligned!
I Similar in corporate settings: sole proprietorships have pretty

aligned incentives!

I Why don’t we just have sole proprietorships for everything?
I Capital constraints: I don’t have enough money to start a

project
I Inequality: some projects are worth a lot, don’t want too many

billionaires
I Justice, democracy, “decentralization”: if a protocol affects a

lot of us, want decision-making to be affected by many of us
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Centralization, Internalization, and Governance

I That said, more “centralized” projects have more active
management

I “VC-chains” tend to invest in “public goods” and ecosystem
growth: Solana, Avalanche, Luna

I Also throw lots of parties. . .

branded conveniently as
“hackathons”

I Keep an eye out!
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https://solana.com/ecosystem/mxcfund
https://blockworks.co/avalanche-launches-200m-fund-to-support-ecosystem-growth/
https://medium.com/terra-money/introducing-the-150-million-terra-ecosystem-fund-6aee01629edc
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Governance: Project Ideas

I What are better token voting systems?
I How to prevent governance attacks? “tenure voting” (“token

in box” issue)?
I Time-locked governance proposals? (Beanstalk had this. . . )
I “Limited dictatorships”?

I What are better ways to fund public goods? Can we improve
on quadratic funding?

I We’re early days, and a lot of open space here!
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